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What is Medieval
European Literature?
Abstract

The editors of Interfaces explain the scope and purpose of the new journal by mapping out the significance and possible meanings of the three key terms of the subtitle: ‘literature’, ‘medieval’, ‘Europe’. The specific theme of Issue 1 is introduced: “Histories of European Literatures: New Patterns of Representation and Explanation.”
With respect to this theme, theoretical problems concerning teleology and the
present possibilities for literary historical narratives are raised. Finally the editors
state the journal’s commitment to a scholarly forum which is non-profit and openaccess. The bibliography refers to key critical reading which shapes the journal’s
approach to medieval European literatures.

It is a great pleasure for us to publish the first issue of Interfaces. A
Journal of Medieval European Literatures, offering free availability for
all. We believe that open access supports the scope of our journal
which is international, multilingual and committed to global knowledge dissemination in order to engage in debates about broad comparisons, connections and long-term history.
Interfaces responds to the conviction that the reframing of the
rich literature surviving from the Middle Ages within a Europe,
whose boundaries are permeable and contested in the Middle Ages
as now, will open up a new resource: for historical understandings of
the period with emphases on books, voices, discourses and languages; for modern aesthetic and intellectual education concerned with
long-term human experience and its verbal expression; and for much
more nuanced dialogues between pre-modern subjectivities and
twenty-first-century interests in the deep past and its preservation
for the future – all across emerging technical, institutional, and linguistic platforms.
Such tenets and approaches are increasingly and productively being cultivated in specialized philological, literary and historical scholInterfaces 1 · 2015 · pp. 7–24 · DOI: 10.13130/interfaces-4936
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arship. Interfaces aims to become a channel for this new thinking by
establishing a forum for wider scholarly conversations across European languages and beyond national canons. In equal measure, we
also want to make an imprint on future scholarship by setting up
signposts legitimizing research practices which play a less specialized
game: rigorous, peer-reviewed textual, historical and cultural scholarship, but of an outward-looking and wide-ranging nature which
fosters discussion across specialisms; research which seeks comparisons and connections, and is driven by questions that cross traditional geographical, chronological or disciplinary boundaries. In this
way we hope that Interfaces can contribute to reshaping the study of
medieval European literatures by disclosing patterns, connections
and themes which have remained uncharted or unseen in existing
frameworks and we thus encourage readers to engage across the full
range of each published issue. The modern study of the immense
medieval textual record oscillates between the extension of the impressive edifices of the canonical few and the more basic ground-level work on lesser known pieces, with much exciting material still neglected due to anonymity, marginal language, or rigid categories of
genre. Interfaces will display, promote and put in dialogue the entire
range of medieval texts in order to contribute to a wider move away
from overspecialization in academic research. Such a move, we believe, will enable both fresh and larger research questions to be seen
and addressed and more meaningful participation in public debate
about the cultural legacy of Europe.
The subtitle of Interfaces points to the journal’s key categories of
time, space and subject. All three concepts are modern, if not in origin, certainly in their predominant usage and meaning. This modern vantage point is underlined by our cover illustrations: the field is
necessarily and fruitfully being fed by present-day concerns and
modern historical imagination. Like Fontana’s Concetto spaziale, our
sphere of interest is multiple, contained within a permeable boundary and committed to crossing distances between disciplines, languages and research practices and ideologies.

Literature
One of the limitations which bears heavily on literary scholarship is
the term ‘literature’ itself. Like ‘Europe’ and ‘medieval,’ ‘literature’ is
a powerful and evocative modern category; it both promotes some
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medieval texts and, at the same time, conceals the complexity of medieval textual practices. Modern expectations of fiction or poetry
(with a known author) only account for a minor part of medieval literature (even though sophisticated medieval discussions of fictionality, poetics and authorship abound; cf. Minnis and Johnson; Copeland and Sluiter; Mehtonen). The established setup of the disciplines
engaged with medieval written texts (history, literature, liturgy, philosophy, philology, law, theology and more) still structures the distribution of material too rigidly when it comes to the mass of texts
written, translated and copied in this period. The boundaries between edifying, critical, devotional, entertaining, practical, institutional, private, original, and derivative texts were highly fluid in the
Middle Ages, although modern compartmentalizations and sensibilities still work to keep them apart. The continuum and full extent
of the written texts of a given period, area or social network within
medieval Europe are in need of further promotion as a fitting subject
for both literary and historical scrutiny. One of the productive aspects of studying medieval literature (see also below on ‘medieval’)
is precisely that such a long time-span with relatively few texts (but
only when compared to print culture!) invites scholars to look across
a wider range of discourses.
The literary study of medieval texts is itself influenced by narrower modern senses of literature as the locus of individual viewpoints
and the mode of expressing ambiguity and emotions; this expectation has partly been responsible for the narrow, vernacular, poetic
and fictional medieval canon. But with the growing importance of
the linguistic turn and, more recently, of cultural memory studies (in
which subjective and partial experience is allowed to be more constitutive of real history) literature in the very broad sense acquires
new relevance. All medieval texts which have come down to us can
be viewed as (written) speech acts with a purpose of persuasion,
short- or long-term, and all were vying for a place in a textual and linguistic hierarchy of individual and institutional positions, poetic as
well as administrative (see Karla Malette on Petrarch and Benoît
Grévin on imperial rhetoric).
We obviously think and speak in modern categories, but we leave
too much out of sight if we do not apply them generously or mistake
our modern disciplines for more than necessary taxonomies. Consider an example, among very many: the small important treatise
known as Liber de causis (The Book of Causes, c. 30 modern pages).
Broadly regarded in the thirteenth century as the pinnacle of AristoInterfaces 1 · 2015 · pp. 7–24
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tle’s metaphysics, it deals with profound problems of unity, diversity and the divine intellect. In the words of Alain de Libera (198), no
text illustrates better “la realité et […] la complexité de la translatio
studiorum” (a subject taken up in this issue by Enrico Fenzi). It is now
believed to have been composed in ninth-century Baghdad (probably in the circle of al-Kindī) by an anonymous scholar drawing mainly on Neoplatonic material (Proklos). It was studied in al-Andalus in
the twelfth century by Jewish and Muslim scholars and translated
from Arabic into Latin by Gerhard of Cremona (d. 1187) in Toledo,
went on to Paris and was used by the theologian and poet Alan of
Lille (d. 1202). In the thirteenth century it became a university text,
promoted by Roger Bacon (d. 1294), discussed in depth by Albert
the Great (d. 1280) and Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274) (who discovered
its dependence on Proklos rather than Aristotle), summarized by
Dante’s contemporary, the political philosopher Giles of Rome (d.
1316) and frequently quoted by the learned mystic, Meister Eckhart
(d. 1328), in his vernacular sermons.
In short, we are here faced with a difficult anonymous text in Latin belonging to no modern nation and to no one medieval confessional position, but one that was at many points in time during the
Middle Ages at the core of learning and the quest for wisdom. Philo
sophical erudition, translations, commentaries, mystic texts, etc. provide more than mere background to medieval literature. For Alain of
Lille and Meister Eckhart they were very much in the foreground. In
the present issue the historian of philosophy, Thomas Ricklin, further explores this border zone between literature and philosophy.
Chronicles constitute another rich and distinctive group of European texts that sit uneasily between modern disciplines; until recently mostly classified as sources, chronicles are now more frequently and productively allowed literary value or relevance. This
disciplinary distinction does not altogether disappear, but by suspending it, our vision includes more texts and our understanding of
medieval historical narratives meets fewer obstacles (Mortensen,
“Nordic”). One brief example, in which the value of cross- or nonnationalizing approaches is obvious, may be mentioned. Towards
the end of the reign of Philip Augustus, around 1220, a major piece
of French historical writing (c. 800 pages) of immense impact was
composed in or around Paris. It is usually ignored in modern literary
history, although it covers crusading history very competently and
is a rich document of royal and aristocratic attitudes and narrative
self-understanding. Attesting to its importance are fifty-one extant
Interfaces 1 · 2015 · pp. 7–24
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pre-1500 manuscripts, plus further adaptations in Catalan, GalicianPortuguese and Castilian, the last of which (from the end of thirteenth century) mixes in prose versions from the French crusading
epic cycle (Dominguez, “Circulation” 42-43). We speak here of the
text known as the Éracles, an adaptation (sometimes with updates)
of William of Tyre’s masterful Latin chronicle of the Crusades and
the kingdom of Jerusalem (composed from c. 1170 up to its abrupt
end in 1184). Through the French adaptation, William of Tyre’s
chronicle became the main vehicle of the early crusading story world
for the rest of the Middle Ages throughout Latin Europe. The Éra
cles, however, has failed to attract broader attention, no doubt because of its secondary status as literature and as a historical source,
its anonymity, and its lack of modern national affiliation (it still only
exists in an unsatisfactory nineteenth-century edition by Paris, cf.
Issa; Handyside). However, it remains a high quality work of great
contemporary significance which is most productively understood
in the intersection between history, philologies, and literature.
Despite its literary inventiveness, the Middle Ages retained to a
very large extent ancient taxonomies when discussing literature, even
though new labels did arise. Poetics and literary theory often lag behind actual use and production, and some types of texts, e.g. liturgical texts and much of hagiography, have only recently been considered as part of literary and historical accounts. The story of Barlaam
and Ioasaph/Josafat is still widely unknown, despite the obvious interest it offers the modern reader. Originally a life of Buddha from
India, the story succeeded, through a sequence of translations both
to the west and east of its place of origin, in becoming one the best
known stories throughout Europe as a Christian saint’s life (Cordoni; Uhlig and Foehr-Janssens). Its status as translation (into Greek,
Latin, Church Slavonic, Hebrew, Arabic, Georgian, French, German,
Old Norse, English and many other languages of both East and West)
has barred it from being included seriously in literary studies, just as
its Muslim and Christian draperies for centuries concealed its basically Buddhist teaching. It is the aim of Interfaces further to introduce
such medieval texts into discussions that are not hindered by conceptual boundaries of the past, be they medieval or more modern,
and likewise to take a critical stance towards our contemporary
frames of reference, and their preoccupations.
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Medieval
Even more obviously than ‘literature’ or ‘Europe,’ the terms ‘medieval’ and ‘Middle Ages’ are necessarily post-medieval formulations.
There are many reasons for scholarly unease with the category ‘medieval:’ theoretical debates about periodization and about the increasing application of ‘medieval’ to non-European cultures, and specific anxieties both about the meaningfulness of the medieval period and about the popular image of the Middle Ages stand out. Without putting those concerns aside, indeed on the contrary, while inviting contributions which interrogate the category ‘medieval,’ Inter
faces sets out to include within its remit a wide chronological range,
from c. 500 to c. 1500. At one end, such a range deliberately blurs the
line between Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages, which is in any
case unproductive for Byzantine Studies. At the other end, the late
Middle Ages and the early Renaissance can be easily crossed in the
West, and the early centuries of the Ottomans included in the East.
It is when looking at the material culture of writing that the Middle Ages takes on a coherence as the age of the manuscript codex, already introduced before the fourth century and then gaining in importance until the Gutenberg parenthesis (Pettitt), the period from
c. 1450 to c. 2000 when the fixity of print was the supreme privileged
carrier of texts. If so our field, the European, remains medieval a bit
longer than areas further east in Asia, where print was introduced
centuries earlier (but without the same dynamic effects of volume
and distribution that moveable type technology had almost immediately in Europe).
If the introduction of print in Europe, with Latin script soon followed by that of Greek, and later also by Hebrew and Arabic, marks
the end of our period, it is important to note that it had already been
prepared for, or even forced into being, by an increase in writing in
the centuries before. The exponential rise in the production of books
within this period is a fundamental development across Europe during the high and late Middle Ages. As Eltjo Buringh has shown in
compiling tentative statistics for survival rates of manuscripts with
Latin script, the crucial dynamics of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries bear clear witness to the growing importance of written communication, and the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries display an extraordinary output, facilitated also by paper codices (especially in
the fifteenth century). These last two centuries of the Western Middle Ages produced, according to the estimate, a staggering eight milInterfaces 1 · 2015 · pp. 7–24
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lion copied books, that is about four fifths of the entire accumulated
output from c. 500 to c. 1500. In this regard, it is instructive to compare the figures generated for the eighth century (44,000 volumes)
with those of the thirteenth (nearly 1,800,000). Although these are
rough and difficult estimates, and in this case only based on Latin
script books, there is little doubt that output followed the same dynamic patterns from the twelfth century on in Greek, Hebrew, and
Slavonic literatures; the very steep rise constitutes a most profound
change that cuts medieval literary history in basically two periods
with a dividing line somewhere between c. 1100 and 1300. That the
place of the written word played such a radically different role (amidst
many other changes) in the early and late Middle Ages underscores
the profound diversity over time across the medieval period (see
Müller in this issue). Fundamental to our conceptualisations of the
medieval codex copied by hand is the still very recent move of our
late modernity from millions of printed books to innumerable fluid
web pages. Media revolutions, now centrally including the written
word, make a fuller understanding of the late medieval revolution
the more crucial and enable us to see it from new angles.
From an heuristic point of view, the Middle Ages have a distinct
advantage on which Interfaces intends to capitalize. Although we
have specialisms within the period c. 500 – c. 1500, medievalists are
trained to situate their work within this wide chronological span and
to engage critically with debates and texts across it. Indeed, the habits of the national philologies mean that chronological breadth is
more common among literary scholars than geographical breadth.
The intellectual discipline of chronological range positions medievalists to make a strong contribution in moving away from overspecialization and towards collaboration and long-term history.

Europe
Since Antiquity, Northwest Eurasia has been known as ‘Europe.’ This
concept was widely available in the Middle Ages, most obviously in
Orosius’s Historiae Adversum Paganos. Drawing on classical models,
the fifth-century historiographer, a Roman from what is now Spain,
writing at the behest of Augustine of Hippo, a Roman from what is
now Algeria, described the contours of Asia, Africa and Europe in
extensive detail.
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Orosius’s geographical view of Europe was capacious. The Atlantic Ocean defined a clear boundary in the West, while in the East,
where Europe meets Asia, boundaries were more ambiguous. Orosius invoked the mythic Riphaean mountains as he sketched a Europe bounded by the River Don, extending from the Arctic Sea to
the Black Sea. He situates Asia Minor between Europe and Asia, certainly not part of Europe, but not quite fully part of Asia either. In
the South, the islands of the Mediterranean are ascribed neither to
Europe nor Africa but to the space between.
Alongside its scope, the later circulation and translation of Orosius’s text make the Historiae an example of and figure for the wide
range of people who had a stake in Europe in the Middle Ages. The
Historiae was the most widely circulated text of ancient history in the
West throughout the Middle Ages. It was translated into languages
as representative of the diversity of Europe as Old English, Arabic
and Italian. The Old English Orosius may have been produced in the
multilingual court of Alfred the Great (d. 899), with its scholars from
Wales, Frankia, Saxony and Ireland, while the Kitāb Hurūshiyūsh was
translated from a copy of the Latin text given to the Caliph of Cordoba, ‘Abd al-Rahmān
(d. 961) by the Byzantine Emperor Romanos
.
II (d. 963). In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries it was adapted
and translated into French (in the aristocratic environment of the
Histoire ancienne), Italian, and Aragonese. The Italian version was
made in a civic context in Dante’s Florence by Bono Giamboni (on
Orosius in the Middle Ages see Mortensen, “Diffusion”; Christys;and
Sahner).
Orosius’s Historiae show us the movement of a text across time,
space, beliefs, languages and social contexts, the shared Greco-Roman inheritance of Christians and Muslims, and the social networks
that created these interconnections not only within Europe but between Europe and her neighbours and their neighbours. Yet, despite
the availability of the idea of Europe, it was only rarely deployed in
political and cultural terms in the Middle Ages. In Byzantium ‘Europe’ (and ‘Asia’) was commonly used to indicate direction when
crossing the Bosporus/Dardanelles, but only acquired any cultural
reference late, as witnessed to some extent in the fifteenth-century
historian Laonikos Chalkokondyles, who uses it to denote the powers west of Byzantium. When and if the term was deployed in the
West, it generally denoted Latin Christendom, centred on what is
now France, Germany and Northern Italy (the old Carolingian Em-
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pire) and understood in exclusive, hegemonic or normative terms
(Reuter; Bartlett).
These dichotomies between the capacious Europe we see by following Orosius’s Historiae, the exclusive Europe of Latin Christendom, and the situation of Byzantium as the meeting point of Europe,
Asia and – in some centuries – Africa, not only remain with us today
but have become politically pressing and sensitive, particularly in the
context of the expansion of the EU and migration. The accession of
Greece and of countries formerly in the Soviet Bloc, the exclusion of
Turkey, conflict with Russia, the issue of internal (re)colonization
(from Greece to Ireland), the status of minorities and migrants, and
resistance to centralization in the UK and Scandinavia all mean that
Europe is a strong but deeply contested idea in contemporary discourse. Modern politics do inevitably inform the accounts we give of
the Middle Ages and their literary and linguistic heritage; for that
meeting of modern and medieval to be constructive, Europe must
be negotiated with self-awareness. Thus, while Interfaces takes a
broad view of European literary cultures and their wider connections
in the Middle Ages as its object of study, it does not take Europe –
whether an antique geographical term, a medieval discourse of exclusion, or a modern polity – as a self-evident frame of reference.
Rather, Interfaces aims to explore not only the literary cultures of medieval Europe and their place in a wider world, but also the value of
Europe as a framework for the study of medieval literature.
European paradigms for medieval literature open up many new
vantage points. Most obviously, they offer alternatives to the potential narrowness and exceptionalism of nationalizing literary history.
Recent work on multilingualism (see Kragl in this issue; Tyler), on
French as a European rather than national language (see Gaunt in
this issue), on Alexander the Great (Gaullier-Bougassas), the use of
Slavonic in both the Catholic and Orthodox rites (Verkholantsev),
the interaction of Latin, Syriac and Georgian models with Byzantine
hagiography (Efthymiadis), and the itineraries of late medieval literary cultures (Wallace) attest to the productiveness of Europe. A European level of analysis can also enable medieval studies to contribute more fully to wider work on the place of pre-modern cultures in
the developing field of global literature. Here examples include the
opening up of the shared Greco-Roman heritage of the Latin West,
Byzantium and Islam, the place of Arabic and Hebrew as languages
of Europe, and the role of the Silk Route in the exchange of stories
and learning in the continuous Afro-Eurasian space. In the specific
Interfaces 1 · 2015 · pp. 7–24
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modern context of global English and the potential risk that the most
canonical of medieval English texts and authors – Beowulf and Chaucer, most obviously – will stand in for medieval literature, the need
to have richer European narratives to tell about medieval literature
becomes all the more urgent.
Interfaces aims to foster methodological and theoretical innovations and reflections which build on and work between the frameworks of the national philologies. World literature is an obvious disciplinary inspiration, even if we proceed from a regional frame, drawing on both literary and historical practices. Comparative literature
has been incisive in exposing shared dimensions of national literary
canons while at the same time making what is distinctive apparent.
Recent theorizing of entangled history, with its emphasis on interconnections, can situate comparativism within a more social framework and offer greater possibility for explanation of commonality
and divergence. Critically, interconnections neither presuppose integration nor diversity within Europe, nor are they rooted in a paradigm of rigid notions of ‘otherness’ when looking across Europe, Asia
and North Africa. European frameworks too invite work that steps
out of overspecialised notions of expertise and work which is collaborative. Furthermore, European frameworks demand multinational
and multilingual contributors and collaborators, from within and beyond Europe. Where national philologies project the modern nation
into the past, Interfaces sees a challenge for European literary study
in avoiding the simple replacement of methodological nationalism
with methodological Europeanism, as is so often the case, especially and most explicitly when it is institutionalised by EU funded research. It should be made explicit that for Interfaces our concern with
Europe does not presuppose a focus on European identity, but simply that a topic cannot be contained within the parameters of the national philologies. This might include work on a region that is either
within Europe or includes part of Europe, e.g. the Baltic or the Mediterranean, or theme, such as ‘Love,’ ‘Empire’ and ‘Classical Reception,’ the subjects of future issues of this journal.
In the final analysis, it is essential that national and European approaches work together. Most medieval literary scholars are trained
in and teach in institutional structures invested in the national philologies. These structures show little sign of changing. If anything, as
the teaching of foreign languages (other than English) retreats and
the medieval stages of literature and language receive reduced attention in general studies programmes, being shaped within a single phiInterfaces 1 · 2015 · pp. 7–24
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lology is becoming more entrenched. The challenge becomes to
teach the medieval literary past of a single language, often known
only in translation, as participating in wider cultures, be that Europe,
the Mediterranean or the Silk Route, for example. As our own world
becomes quickly more global, Interfaces sets out to encourage dialogue between national, European, western and non-western readings of medieval literature. Addressing the European enables the
study of medieval literature to contribute to the understanding of the
complex layering of local, national, regional and global identities experienced in the contemporary world.

New Patterns of Representation and Explanation
Interfaces opens with a thematic issue called Histories of Medieval Eu
ropean Literatures: New Patterns of Representation and Explanation.
Through this focus – and our contributors’ quite different responses to the challenge – we have set out to stimulate reflections on the
basic dynamic between research object and research agenda. Standard literary history, even when it does not use the terms ‘representation’ and ‘explanation,’ operates by displaying and describing a long
series of objects (representation) and establishing links or breaks between them (explanation).
An important premise for such a discussion is that by ‘Histories
of Literatures’ we are not primarily thinking of all the existing single
or multivolume works at hand, but rather of the practices they reflect
and support: in teaching, in anthologies, in translations, in library
and bookshop taxonomies etc. We embrace the recent (chastened)
return to literary history which is able to recognize the epistemological, heuristic and communicative value of narratives of the past.
Much has definitely been learned from the intellectual rejection of
literary history (e.g. Conrady; Perkins; Gumbrecht, “Histories”) and
our emphasis on histories (plural) is important; it is simultaneously
open to contingency, conscious of teleology (cf. below), but ultimately constructive rather than deconstructive in its approach to the
past (cf. Grabes and Sichert; excellent analysis of the epistemology
of historical writing with a different terminology by Munslow, Nar
rative; History). To dismiss the relevance or feasibility of literary history is a luxury scholars already steeped in literary history can perhaps afford (at least theoretically), but this move prevents commu-
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nication beyond specialists circles, whether to other scholars and
students, or outwards to a wider public.
Admitting the relevance of literary history in this sense, we are
still faced with the connection between setting up a selection of
works for scrutiny on the one hand, and asking research questions
to make wider sense of them on the other. In the nationalizing philological practices of medieval literary history the selection remains
defined by language (sometimes with openings to other languages,
especially Latin in Western and Greek in Eastern Europe) and with
an observant eye to the boundaries of the given modern state. Now
that alternative, non-nationalizing points of departures are considered, the research agenda suddenly becomes very urgent: when the
selection of works for representation is no longer given, the explanan
dum becomes both more open and more powerful. This is exactly
what is at the heart of the deep structural problems in Czech, French,
and Byzantine literary histories as diagnosed by Pavlína Rychterová,
Simon Gaunt, and Panagiotis Agapitos and discussed by David Wallace in his Afterword: once a wider or different selection of texts appears on the horizon (in other languages, outside the modern nation,
in other registers), the formulation of new structures and narratives
– new explanations – has the potential to lead to innovative insights.
From a different position, that of modern comparative literature,
Sven Erik Larsen offers an analysis of the same dynamic, namely of
the move from quite rigid national canons and the kind of comparative reasoning they foster to much more diverse interdisciplinary
and multi-methodological approaches in which the horizons of texts
have become global.
Another version of this dynamic is explored by Ryan Szpiech,
Karla Mallette, Stephan Müller and Florian Kragl, who all attempt to
dispel certain modern categorizations, genealogies or metaphors
which have overemphasized the emerging new (visible in hindsight)
and marginalized the contemporary medieval perspective of what
the authors or works in question were trying to accomplish.
This brings us to a final key problem of any concept of literary
history, whether national, cross-national, European or other: tele
ology. Teleology is easy to denounce in some forms (for instance nationalizing and Europeanizing in a deterministic version). But following Arthur Danto’s insights (with an adjustment of his terminology in Narration and Knowledge), teleological narratives are not only
unavoidable, they are necessary for any kind of historical understanding. Although we are always operating with multiple possible
Interfaces 1 · 2015 · pp. 7–24
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developments seen from a certain time and place, we can only write
and understand retrospectively. Sentences like ‘this was the first time
love had been analysed in lyrical form,’ or ‘this would become the
standard novella structure in the fourteenth century,’ or ‘this work
found few readers and was forgotten until the Renaissance,’ are normal narrative sentences written with hindsight, and they are the ones
that make the longer lines – in our direction – of literary history identifiable and understandable. Important new attitudes, features, and
modes of writing may have been completely surprising, unsuspected and unexplainable when they happened (like many other historical phenomena), but to us – whatever our place and position in the
present – they changed forever the significance of what went before
them.
Historical narratives, including literary history, are teleological
and they must be; they can, however, still be written without any assumption of necessary development. A distinction could be drawn
between epistemological and ideological teleology, of which the latter is now usually strongly condemned (as in Hutcheon), but the two
sides are obviously also connected, with an ideological position always being involved (cf. Habermas; Fokkema and Ibsch). Teleology
should not be avoided, but it is of course crucial to reflect on the subjects and substance of change in any new narrative. It can no longer
be only national characteristics tied to the national languages, nor
can it be idealized literary genres (cf. Gumbrecht “A Sad and Weary
Story” on the failure of both principles in the Grundriss der Romani
schen Literaturen). It is in the choice of regions, materials, languages,
periods, types of contexts and historical questioning (and more) that
new ideas and practices of European literary history must strike a balance between epistemological and ideological teleology, obviously
including reflections on the position from which we now select, categorize, evaluate, represent and explain medieval works. We are delighted to offer our readers a range of such positions from the start
in our first collection of articles and are looking forward to receiving
contributions which pursue the theme of literary history directly and
indirectly in subsequent issues. Literary history, however conceived
and practiced, is an act of teleology which insists that the past remains integral to the present, just as the present is integral to the past.
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Policies and Platforms
Interfaces is a peer-reviewed, open-access journal. It does not charge
either submission or publication fees nor article-processing expenses and it provides immediate access to its content, on the principles
that publicly funded research should be free and widely disseminated and that making research freely available supports a greater global exchange of knowledge and fosters advance in learning. Furthermore, in order to promote the continued linguistic diversity of medieval literary study, we publish across five European scholarly languages: French, German, Italian, and Spanish as well as English. The
individual volumes of Interfaces can be downloaded in full to encourage reading across the range of each issue.
Interfaces was initiated by the Centre for Medieval Literature
(University of Southern Denmark and University of York) with a
grant from the Danish National Research Foundation and is published by the University of Milan through its digital platform for
open-access journals. The Milan platform is based on Open Journal
System (OJS), an open-source software designed and created by the
Public Knowledge Project and licensed under a GNU General Public License. OJS complies with the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH), a protocol developed by
the Open Archives Initiative and used to harvest the metadata descriptions of the records in an archive. Providing standards and interoperability, the technical infrastructure of Interfaces fosters dissemination and searchability of the research results, as recommended by the European Commission Communication “A Digital Agenda for Europe.” Moreover, the mechanisms, infrastructure, and software solutions of the University of Milan enable long-term preservation of research results in digital form, as required by the “Comission Recommendation of 17.7.2012 on access to and preservation of
scientific information.”
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